LAS Newsletter – May 2015

Celestial Highlights
Moon

Weirdest stars in the Universe
by Dr. Emily Levesque
What happens when two stars collide? Why would a star
only PRETEND to explode? Can you hide one star inside
another? During this talk we'll take a tour of some of the
weirdest stars in the universe, from our nearest neighbors
to stars more than 13 billion light years away. We'll discuss
the history of stellar astronomy, learn about some presentday observing techniques and exciting new discoveries, and
explore some of the most puzzling and exotic objects being
studied by astronomers today.

Full moon: May 3 9:43 pm
Third quarter: May 11 4:37 am
New moon: May 17 10:14 pm
First quarter: May 25 11:20 am

Mercury
Mercury is visible in the
evening sky in the constellation
Taurus. It is magnitude -0.2 in
brightness and 7 arc sec across
on the 1st but dims to
magnitude 4.1 by months end
while size increases to 12 arc
seconds. First week in May is a
good time to view Mercury in
the west by northwest after
sunset.

Bio:
Dr. Emily Levesque is a Hubble postdoctoral fellow at the
University of Colorado at Boulder. She earned a SB in
physics from MIT in 2006 and a PhD in astronomy from the
University of Hawaii in 2010. She won the 2014 Annie Jump
Cannon prize from the American Astronomical Society and
the 2012 Robert J. Trumpler award from the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific for her PhD thesis on the galaxy
environments and explosive deaths of massive stars. Her
research is focused on improving our overall understanding
of massive stars: how they evolve, how we can observe
them in distant galaxies, and what we can learn from them
about the cosmos.

Upcoming Events


Mountain Shadows Montessori School star party on
May 8 at 9 pm
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Venus
Venus is prominent in the west
after sunset this month in the
constellation Pisces. It moves
from Taurus to Gemini on the
8th. It is magnitude -4.1 and it
increases in apparent size from
17 to 22 arc sec across this
month.

Mars
Mars is very low in west below
Mercury. It disappears into
bright twilight this month.

Jupiter
Jupiter rises before sunset in
the constellation Cancer. It is
magnitude -2.1 in brightness
and its apparent size decreases
from 38 to 35 arc sec this
month. Times to view or
photograph the “Great Red
Spot” at mid transit this month
are:
May 3 08:53 pm Alt 69°
May 5 10:30 pm Alt 43°
May 8 12:09 am Alt 23°
May 8 08:01 pm Alt 66°
May 10 09:40 pm Alt 49°
May 15 08:49 pm Alt 55°
May 17 10:28 pm Alt 35°
May 22 09:38 pm Alt 41°
May 27 09:48 pm Alt 47°
May 29 10:27 pm Alt 27°

Saturn
Saturn is currently in the
constellation Scorpius and
moves into Libra on the 12th. It
is magnitude +0.1 and its disk
is 18 arc sec across. It rises
about 9:30 pm on the first of
May and before sunset by
month’s end. Saturn opposition
with Earth is on May 22nd.







May 18 AstroCon 2017 planning meeting in Casper,
WY. Contact Vern if you are interested in attending
“Night Sky Revealed”, City of Longmont Recreation
Dept. on May 22 9-11 pm at Sandstone Ranch Visitor
Center
LAS Meeting on June 18 7 pm, the speaker will be Dr.
Fran Bagenal
“Saturn and Summer Skies”, Boulder County Parks
and City of Boulder Open Space star party at Beech
Shelter on June 19
“Great Family Campout”, Carbon Valley Park &
Recreation District, Frederick, CO, on June 20

April 16 Meeting Minutes by Joe Hudson
Vern opened the meeting at 7 pm; 26 people were present.
Announcements and Activity Dates:
i.
April 17/18 - the Star Party was cancelled (weather)
ii.
April 24 - the Star Party at Carrie Martin Elementary is
from 5:30 to 8:00... with sunset ~ 7:50 that evening it
would suggest some solar observing and objects readily
visible in the twilight skies (the Moon, Jupiter, Venus if not
too close to the Sun). Please consider this as you choose
equipment to bring.
iii.
May 18 - ALCon (Astronomical League's annual
convention) 2017 Planning Meeting is being held at the
Parkway Plaza Convention Center in Casper, WY. Vern is
attending so please see him if interested.
iv.
May 21 - the May LAS meeting hosts Dr. Emily
Levesque from University of Colorado CASA (Center for
Atmospheric and Space Astronomy).
Presentation “Imaging Differencing” by Steve
Hartung
Formal introduction of the Speaker and synopsis of the
material. The differencing or subtraction of images is a way
of finding all of the photometric changes between two
images. This can be used to find or characterize objects that
are either variable in nature or are moving. Performing a
simplistic subtraction of one image from another seldom
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Uranus
Uranus becomes visible in the
morning sky this month. It is in
the constellation Pisces. It is
magnitude 5.9 in brightness
and is 3.4 arc sec across.

Neptune
Neptune is visible in the
morning sky in the
constellation Aquarius. Its
apparent magnitude is +7.9
and it is 2.2 arc sec across.

Comets
C/2014 Q2 (Lovejoy) is
magnitude +7.4 now and it is
expected to dim to magnitude
+8.4 by month’s end. See
chart on page 6.

Meteor Showers
The Eta Aquariids meteor
shower peaks on the night of
May 6-7 but the near full moon
will interfere. Best time to view
is in just before dawn. Usually
10-30 per may be seen from
dark location.

works well at all. Subtle changes in focus and the position of
the field of view on the detector are enough to fill the
results with a myriad of false detections. What is needed is
a way to match the optical and sampling differences
between the two images. Steve will give an overview of how
this is done and display some results of high quality
subtractions. Subtractions are commonly used to identify or
characterize asteroids, exo-planets, supernovae, AGNs, light
echoes, and just about anything else that changes intensity
or position on human time scales in the night sky.
Steve Hartung is a recovering electrical and software
engineer. After many years working in industry, he returned
to graduate school and received a Ph.D. in computational
astronomy where he broke ground in the acceleration of
image subtraction using massively parallel processing. He is
a developer of pipeline software for the International
Astronomical Search Collaboration (IASC), and was
previously a collaborator in the International Center for
Computational Science (ICCS) based at the University of
California at Berkeley Space Sciences Lab (SSL) and the
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL) National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Steve is
also the current president of the Boulder Astronomy &
Space Society.
Disclaimer - Image subtraction does not make pretty
pictures, it makes make discoveries. It both makes initial
discoveries and assists in the study of variable objects...
objects in the heavens that change position or magnitude
over human time scales.
There are existing mechanisms that use image change to
identify objects of interest. The analysis technique of
'blinking' over images and aperture photometry provide
position and intensity information similar to image
differencing, but without the application of compute
intensive image correction techniques.
But pixel by pixel subtraction is not sufficient... the entire
optical system, including telescope mirrors and lenses.
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Presentation by Steve Hartung (Continued)

Correction of the Naive (initial) Subtraction
focal changes during exposure, drive
alignment, temperature
change , air stability, all introduce changes
in the star's point source light path. These
artifacts result in false positives and missed
data, and must be eliminated. This is done
by mapping various Gaussian patterns over
the image after initial subtraction, and
finding the best fit to then alter both by.
This is Optimal Image Subtraction - taking
a number of Gaussian spreads, mapping
them against a sample of target image for
best fit / least residuals, and when the best
match is found, apply the correction to the
whole image.
In closing, Image Subtraction finds
differences... the subtraction reveals
image patterns and detail too faint for the
human eye and brain to discern from static
data.
Steve shared many plots and pictorials
from (primarily) main belt asteroid motion.
One primary use is locating NEOs... novel
use in outreach programs. Student
participation can elicit naming a newly
found object.
Conclusions
- Subtraction is an effective mechanism for
finding magnitude variation and positional
changes over time,
- Better than blinking human or automated
use case (detail hidden in complex
images),
- Works on big images and dense star
fields,
- Computationally expensive but parallel
processing can help
(continued at top right)

- Operates under the assumption that most
of the sky is not changing – so what
subtraction reveals must be important.
It is not generally available for amateurs,
but if you are interested contact Steve in a
couple weeks.
The technique is not just for visible
wavelengths but works well for IR too.
This technique is being used globally from
institutions in Europe to Washington State
University, there is not a large population
of users, but it used on professional and
amateur systems.
Break (~ 8 pm)
Aurora movie by Paul Robinson
Paul assembled a fascinating collection of
aurora images he made north of Ault,
Colorado on the evenings of April 9 and 10.
Paul had noticed the ACE satellite Real
Time Solar Wind was showing the MAG Bz
at -10. The MAG Bz is a measure of the Zcomponent of the Sun’s magnetic field and
is an important indicator. When it is
negative the solar wind can strongly
couple to the Earth’s magnetosphere. The
more negative it is, the more energy can
be transmitted, and the better the aurora.
BTW, the URL for this at the Space Weather
Prediction Center was recently changed to:
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products
/ace-real-time-solar-wind.
Paul dove to Ault, took a couple sample
images, and then proceeded to manually
collect 30 second exposures for the next
hour using a Nikon at ASA 3200 and an
18mm lens. The resulting video clip
clearly showed the vertical waves of aurora
on the horizon, but stretching almost
halfway to Polaris.
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Presentation by Paul Robinson (Continued)

The next night, ACE MAG was showing
near minus 10 again but the aurora were
very faint and low on the horizon, with
none of the elevation or density in color of
the previous night. The video clip was very
warmly received.
Pluto Safari presentation by Bill
Tschumy
Bill is with Simulation Curriculum, makers
of Starry Night, and he gave a
demonstration of a free app called 'Pluto
Safari', written specifically for the New
Horizons mission to Pluto. The closest
encounter comes this summer on July 14,
and the app provides a wealth of mission
background and current tracking
information using Simulation Curriculum's
SkySafari4 as the underlying engine.
Pluto Safari can be found for free at
app.plutosafari.com and contains 5
separate sections:
 “Timeline” of the mission from launch
to flyby and beyond
 “Location” which gives different
perspectives and views of the craft
and its position among the planets
 “Guide” which is the library mission
information
 “News” is for what it says... whether
mission updates, findings, and
announcements
 “Poll” is (yet one more) open
question on whether Pluto should be
considered a planet or not

Business meeting

Treasurer’s Report - Mike Fellows
There are 59 paid up members, and a
warm welcome to new members as of this
evening, Mike and Deb Weigler.
Mike Fellows filed club roster and paid
annual dues to our parent organization,
the Astronomical League.

Library telescope update - Vern Raben
The telescopes that were ordered came in.
Vern brought one in to the meeting, a 4”
F5 Starblast model. The scope shows the
bands on Jupiter clearly, the optics are
more than adequate for outreach. Other
parts and pieces include zoom eyepieces,
headlamps, slide stencils, stickers and
'branding' of the scope (printed references
to LAS) for some subtle advertising. An
application for a Horkheimer library
telescope has been submitted (one is to be
awarded for each 'region' in the League).
Other business
LAS has been storing garage full of LAS
equipment and telescopes in various states
of assembly and readiness in Lee Piersen's
garage. Lee is moving and LAS must
remove all LAS property from Lee's home
by July, which does not give us much time.
We need to arrange a visit for inventory,
cleanup, and removal. One LAS member
suggested that many of the items likely
represent auction opportunities, thereby
reducing overall equipment storage
requirements as well as generating cash
for the organization. The suggestion was
readily received as a valuable avenue for
disposal. The meeting adjourned at
approximately 8:45 pm MDT.
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Position of comet C/2014 Q2 (Lovejoy) during May 2015

Date
May 1
May 2
May 3
May 4
May 5
May 6
May 7
May 8
May 9
May 10
May 11
May 12
May 13
May 14
May 15
May 16

RA(Ap)
Dec (Ap)
01h29m43.3s +77°31'49"
01h29m45.1s +77°56'40"
01h29m44.7s +78°21'40"
01h29m41.8s +78°46'48"
01h29m36.0s +79°12'06"
01h29m26.8s +79°37'32"
01h29m13.8s +80°03'06"
01h28m56.2s +80°28'50"
01h28m33.3s +80°54'42"
01h28m04.2s +81°20'42"
01h27m27.7s +81°46'51"
01h26m42.4s +82°13'09"
01h25m46.7s +82°39'34"
01h24m38.2s +83°06'07"
01h23m14.2s +83°32'47"
01h21m30.8s +83°59'34

Date
May 17
May 18
May 19
May 20
May 21
May 22
May 23
May 24
May 25
May 26
May 27
May 28
May 29
May 30
May 31

RA (Ap)
01h19m23.2s
01h16m44.7s
01h13m25.8s
01h09m13.3s
01h03m47.6s
00h56m38.2s
00h46m56.5s
00h33m19.7s
00h13m18.1s
23h41m41.9s
22h49m57.4s
21h24m14.5s
19h29m00.1s
17h49m10.7s
16h46m12.6s

Dec (Ap)
+84°26'27"
+84°53'26"
+85°20'29"
+85°47'33"
+86°14'38"
+86°41'38"
+87°08'28"
+87°34'55"
+88°00'41"
+88°25'02"
+88°46'23"
+89°01'11"
+89°03'48"
+88°52'36"
+88°32'39"

*All positions for 11 pm MDT on the
date shown
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Our Night Sky May 15 at 10 pm
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M97 “Owl Nebula”
by Gary Garzone (April 16)
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Jupiter on April 28
by Chis Fauble
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Sun in H-alpha on April 24
by Brian Kimball
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Crater Copernicus on April 29
by Vern Raben
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Solar active regions 12327
and 12331 on April 24
by Brian Kimball
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